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Abstract—In cloud environments, the process of matching requests from users with the available computing resources is a challenging task. This is even more complex in federated environments, where multiple providers cooperate to offer enhanced services, suitable for distributed applications. In order to resolve these issues, a powerful modeling methodology can be adopted to facilitate expressing both the request and the available computing resources. This, in turn, leads to an effective matching between the request and the provisioned resources. For this purpose, the Open-Multinet ontologies were developed, which leverage the expressive power of Semantic Web technologies to describe infrastructure components and services. These ontologies have been adopted in a number of federated testbeds. In this article, DBcloud is presented, a system that provides access to Open-Multinet open data via endpoints. DBcloud can be used to simplify the process of discovery and provisioning of cloud resources and services.

Index Terms—Linked Open Data, knowledge extraction, infrastructure federation, Interclouds, testbeds, RDF, OWL

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud infrastructures and services are becoming the state of the art foundation for supporting the operations of large Web infrastructures and applications, for processing big data and for providing users with ubiquitous and scalable computing and storage platforms. Cloud computing has several provisioning models, specifically Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). This operation framework is proving effective due to its scalability and the associated economic advantages. The cloud resource provisioning process passes through a number of phases, namely (i) discovery, (ii) selection, (iii) reservation, (iv) provisioning, (v) monitoring, (vi) control, and (vii) termination.

The process of modeling cloud infrastructures in a manner that supports effective matching of users’ requests with available cloud resources is a challenging task. The issue becomes even more complex in the context of distributed cloud systems, i.e. Intercloud systems, particularly when these distributed systems utilize different modeling methodologies. Cloud resource matching and recommendation is therefore of great importance for assigning the right resources to the user.

Several approaches have been developed to address the issue of modeling cloud infrastructures. Most of these approaches adopt Extensible Markup Language (XML) as a standard for representing cloud resources and user requests, e.g. the Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [20]. However, adopting a Semantic Web approach enables intelligent selection of cloud services (e.g. cloud IaaS), exploiting data semantics, knowledge inference and reasoning, thus facilitating the automation of operations related to the life cycle of cloud services (e.g. discovery).

A common model supports efficient matching of user requests with the available resources, as well as seamlessly facilitating the merging of different cloud resource descriptions. Semantic Web standards, e.g. Web Ontology Language (OWL) [19], play an important role in enabling the standardization of cloud models. The methodology used for the DBcloud system adopts Semantic Web technologies to develop a holistic cloud and Intercloud model. A comprehensive package of ontologies, Open-Multinet (OMN) [27], was developed for modeling cloud infrastructures. The work presented in the current paper constitutes further progress for the work described in [27]. The OMN ontology suite is used to convert data into Resource Description Framework (RDF) [8] triplets. For DBcloud, data was extracted from two major initiatives for federating experimental infrastructures, including cloud-computing testbeds. These initiatives are Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) [3] and Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE) [10], which both currently use XML-based GENI Resource Specifications (RSpec).

Adopting Semantic Web technologies for modeling cloud infrastructures has several advantages:

1) A common standardized model is used to describe cloud and Intercloud infrastructures.
2) Different resources and descriptions can be semantically related and connected.
3) Pitfalls in models can be detected early, before provisioning.
4) Complex queries can be carried out to discover resources.
5) Once cloud resources are semantically described, they can be interlinked to other Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud data sets, which dramatically enriches resource descriptors.

The significance of DBcloud is demonstrated by an example in Section VI where the system is used for resource discovery and selection over federated testbeds, focusing on cloud resources.
This application shows how Semantic Web technologies both standardize cloud resource descriptors and make the matching process between the request and resource more efficient.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. A brief overview of related work in the context of description and discovery of computing and cloud resources is given in Section II. In the subsequent Section III, the OMN ontology is presented, before a description of DBcloud in Section IV. The performance of translation of data for DBcloud is discussed in Section V and inference rules in Section VI. Finally, conclusions, considerations and descriptions for future work are given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Numerous disciplines have adopted Semantic Web technologies, including future Internet and cloud infrastructures and services, in order to model computing infrastructures and improve their operation. Haak et al. [11] proposed an ontology-based optimization methodology that enables cloud providers to detect the best resource set that satisfies a user’s request. However, the approach concentrates on the optimization of resource composition and overlooks Intercloud environments.

Haase et al. [12] introduced an approach for administering enterprise cloud environments. Semantic Web technologies are adopted to solve challenges related to the administration of enterprise cloud frameworks. Haase et al. proposed a Semantic Web–based product called eCloudManager, which incorporates an ontology for modeling its cloud data. However, the system and its ontology only focus on the management aspect of cloud systems, and this data is not open for usage.

Pedrinaci et al. [21] introduced Linked USDL, a vocabulary that utilizes research conducted on Semantic Web services and applies it to USDL [7, 18]. Linked USDL is quite comprehensive for describing services in order to support automated processing. As it focuses only on services, it is not efficient for describing cloud infrastructures.

Semantic Web service discovery [14, 24] tackles the problem of automated discovery of Web services satisfying a set of given requirements. This discovery process adopts a matchmaking algorithm for finding potential Web services capable of solving the problem at hand. However, these methodologies are inapplicable for complex interconnected computing infrastructures.

Santana-Pérez et al. [23] proposed a scheduling algorithm suitable for federated hybrid cloud systems. This algorithm utilizes semantic technologies for scheduling and allocating tasks to the most suitable resources. The approach reuses and adapts the UCI project ontologies1 as its information model. Although the ontologies cover a wide range of details, they do not cover Intercloud systems.

Le and Kanagasabai [9, 17] proposed ontology-based methodologies for discovering and brokering cloud services. These methodologies use Semantic Web technologies for user requirements and cloud provider advertisements, and then apply a matchmaking algorithm to find the best match between a requirement list and the list of advertised units. Multiple levels of matching are defined, ranging from an exact match to no match. Nevertheless, these methodologies concentrate only on IaaS provisioning. Furthermore, they neither provide their data as dumps nor as a SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [1] endpoint, which hinders data access and reuse.

III. OPEN-MULTINET

OMN is an ontology suite for modeling and describing infrastructure components and services. OMN consists of an upper ontology and a set of eight descendant ontologies (cf. Figure 2): (1) omn-federation; (2) omn-lifecycle; (3) omn-resource; (4) omn-component; (5) omn-service; (6) omn-monitoring; (7) omn-policy; and (8) domain specific extensions called omn-domain-xxx.

The OMN upper ontology includes a set of classes that represent the general concepts required to model federated infrastructures and their respective components and services.

1http://code.google.com/p/unifiedcloud
The key concepts of the upper ontology include Resource, Service, Component, and Reservation. Resource represents a stand-alone component of an infrastructure that can be provisioned by a user, such as a network node. Service is a manageable entity that can be controlled or used via Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), e.g. an SSH login. Component is a part of a Resource or Service, e.g. a port of network node. Reservation represents a guarantee that a provisionable entity can be used for a certain time period. For this reason, Reservation is a subclass of the Reservation component of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Time ontology [13]. More details about the OMN ontology can be found in [27].

Fig. 2: Open-Multinet ontology hierarchy

OMN has an accompanying Java library\(^2\) for converting GENI RSspecs, TOSCA and Yet Another Next Generation (YANG) [5] templates to OMN RDF models. The Java library uses Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) to marshall and unmarshall XML files. It has a Representational State Transfer (REST) API and Web Graphical User Interface (GUI) to enable efficient and standardized translations of existing XML descriptions of cloud resources into OMN.

IV. DBcloud

Of central relevance to and inspiration for the current work, the DBpedia project [2] serves to extract structured knowledge from Wikipedia, making it freely available in a number of languages. The result is a database with tens of millions of RDF triples. Knowledge is structured following an ontology maintained by the community. The DBpedia data set is further linked to other LOD data sets. This structured information can then be browsed through on the Web, downloaded as an RDF dump or searched from the SPARQL endpoint. The SPARQL endpoint deals with an average of around three million queries per day [15]. A major application of DBpedia is in the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [16]. Making such a large amount of structured data available does, however, present a number of challenges, in particular inconsistency, ambiguity, uncertainty, data provenance and implicit knowledge [2]. There are also a number of similar projects whose goal is to extract information on a large scale from Wikipedia and other sources, including the Yet Another Great Ontology (YAGO) [25] developed at the Max Planck Institute for Informatics.

DBpedia adheres to LOD standards as per the five basic design principles for linked data proposed by Berners-Lee [4]. Data should (1) be available on the Web, (2) be machine readable, (3) be in a nonproprietary format, (4) use RDF standards, (5) and be linked RDF.

Similar to the DBpedia context, a large amount of semistructured information is available describing the GENI and FIRE testbed federations. This includes details about the testbeds involved and the heterogeneous resources offered, reservation information, and monitoring data. The information is encoded in different data formats and stored within the distributed infrastructures.

Inspired by the DBpedia approach, the proposed DBcloud extracts information from these federations and related testbeds and makes this information semantically accessible on the Web. The resulting knowledge base currently describes more than 100 aggregates, 2,500 nodes, 6,700 links, and about 11,000 interfaces. This results in 3.3 million statements, with the potential to grow by many times this amount.

In Figure 1 an overview of the DBcloud extraction framework is given. Its design follows the DBpedia extraction framework [15] and the result is currently available at http://lod.fed4fire.eu (cf. Figure 3) and is described using, among others, the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets. To gather the related information from the infrastructures, two different methods of the Slice-based Federation Architecture (SFA) [22] Aggregate Manager (AM) API are called at regular intervals. First, JSON-encoded metainformation about the testbeds is extracted by calling the GetVersion (GV) method. Second, RSpec-encoded information about published resources and their reservation information are extracted by calling the ListResources method, using X.509 certificates, which are trusted by each infrastructure involved, for authentication. The downloaded documents are then translated into a semantically annotated RDF graph using the omnlib Java library and the OMN ontology. To extend the knowledge encoded in this graph, the Apache Jena inference engine is used within this process by applying infrastructure-specific rules (as described in Section VI). Finally, after adding more static information about the federations, the resulting knowledge graph is written in a Sesame triplet database and a Turtle (TTL) serialized file. Information stored in the database is then available via a public SPARQL endpoint, with URIs following LOD principles. Further, there is a HTML rendering and a graph browser using LodView and LodLive [6].

As an example, Listing 1 shows such static information about the Federation for FIRE (Fed4FIRE) [26] federation. The federation consists of multiple federation members and can be rendered as HTML\(^3\). The basic information about Fed4FIRE and its members is encoded using well-known vocabularies and, by applying the rdfs:isDefinedBy property, further links to the corresponding DBpedia entry, which provides more detailed information.

While the RSspecs include information about current reservations, even more dynamic information about the testbeds, such as monitored resource utilization or availability, is exported

\(^2\)https://github.com/w3c/omn

\(^3\)http://lod.fed4fire.eu/id/fed4fire.eu
from FIRE testbeds using the OML Measurement Stream Protocol (OMSP). By defining an own RDF/OMSP serialization, this information is translated within selected testbeds and stored in a second SPARQL database, as shown in Figure 1. As the same unique resource identifiers are used, this data can be used together with the first triplet database by testbed users and tool developers for sophisticated resource selection.

To demonstrate the benefits of the presented approach, Figure 4 depicts an excerpt of the user GUI, used to query and visualize information about the resources available within the federation. In the given query, the user has searched for nodes that contain CPUs manufactured by AMD and is interested in the URNs of the related testbeds. The user can then use a relevant tool to contact the AM API by its URN and make a reservation for these resources.

Listing 1: Fed4FIRE federation description (excerpt)
```
<http://lod.fed4fire.eu/id/fed4fire.eu> rdf:type omn−federation:Federation ;
dc:title "Fed4FIRE Knowledge Base"^^xsd:string ;
nom−federation:hasFederationMember <http://lod.fed4fire.eu/id/fokus.fraunhofer.de> ,
<http://lod.fed4fire.eu/id/i2cat.net> ,
... ;
```

V. TRANSLATOR BENCHMARK

Initial data for DBcloud was taken from the actual Advertisement RSpecs from testbeds that are part of the FIRE and GENI projects. These XML files were then translated to RDF TTL using the OMN translator, with simple output as raw RDF. Of great importance to the potential scalability of DBcloud is the time taken for such translations, in particular with regards to the number of XML elements involved. At the time of writing, 100 Advertisement RSpecs had been extracted, of which six contained errors (e.g. not adhering to the RSpec XML Schema Definition (XSD) file) and could not be translated without manual changes. Tests were run on a MacBookPro with OS X Yosemite, a 2.8GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8GB of RAM. Running a translation over all correct RSpecs produced median values of 24 milliseconds from XML to JAXB and 20 milliseconds from JAXB to RDF, giving a total median translation time of 44 millisecond from XML to RDF. As shown in Figure 5, translation times appear to be roughly linearly correlated with the number of XML elements translated, with a median of 180 elements and a maximum of 159,372 translated. This linear correlation indicates upwards scaling should be possible, although more data is required to confirm. At this stage, no major limiting factors have been identified and, given appropriate processing power, translation should be possible in most foreseeable use cases.

Fig. 5: JAXB to RDF translation times versus number of XML elements

VI. KNOWLEDGE EXTENSION AND ENQUIRY

As mentioned in Section IV, the knowledge graph may be extended by applying infrastructure-specific inference rules.
For example, infrastructure providers in the federation do not explicitly advertise the hardware configurations of their resources in the RSpec XML documents provided, and these are thus not translated into RDF. Instead, such information is encoded in each resource’s hardware type, e.g. pcgen3, pcgen2 etc. Listing 2 represents a subset of the inference rules used to expand the knowledge base with CPU-related information regarding pcgen3 nodes. For a pcgen3 node, hardware properties per node include two Hexacore Intel E5645 (2.4GHz) CPUs, 24GB RAM, a 250GB hard disk, and one to five 1Gbit NICs.

Listing 2: Infrastructure knowledge (excerpt)

```r
[rule1:]
  1 (node omnres:hasHardwareType ?hwtype)
  2 (hwtype rdf:label "Intel")
  3 (node omn:hasComponent ?cpuComp)
  4 (cpuComp omcomp:hasCores ?cpuvalue)
  5 makeTemp("cpuComp")
  6 ~->
  7 (cpuComp rdf:type owl:NamedIndividual)
  8 (cpuComp rdf:type omcomp:CPU)
  9 (cpuComp om:hasModelType "Intel_E5645_CPU")
 10 (cpuComp om:hasModelType "Intel_E5645")
 11 (cpuComp rdf:label "HexaCore_Processor")
 12 (cpuComp dbp:fastUnit <http://dbpedia.org/resource/GHZ>)
 13 (cpuComp dbp:fastUnit <http://dbpedia.org/resource/GHZ>)
 14 (cpuComp dbp:fastUnit <http://dbpedia.org/resource/GHZ>)
 15 (cpuComp dbp:fastUnit <http://dbpedia.org/resource/GHZ>)
 16 (node omn:hasComponent ?cpuComp)
 17 ]
```

Having applied the above inference rules, a user may make a request for cloud resources with, for example, specific CPU requirements. In the sample SPARQL query provided in Listing 3, the user submits a request for two nodes (virtual machines) with a specific number of CPU cores and OS flavor (e.g., Fedora:6cores or Linux:6cores). The results are shown in Listing 4.

Listing 3: SPARQL query listing

```r
SELECT ?resource1 ?resource2 WHERE {
  ?resource1 omnres:hasSliverType/omndpc:hasDiskImage/omndpc:diskImageOS ?os1.
  FILTER (xsd:string(?os1) = "Fedora"^^xsd:string | xsd:string(?os1) = "Linux"^^xsd:string).
  ?resource1 om:hasComponent ?cpuComp.
  ?cpuComp rdf:type om:CPU.
  ?resource2 omnres:hasSliverType/omndpc:hasDiskImage/omndpc:diskImageOS ?os2.
  FILTER (xsd:string(?os2) = "Fedora"^^xsd:string | xsd:string(?os2) = "Linux"^^xsd:integer).
  ?cpuComp2 rdf:type om:CPU.
  FILTER (?resource1 != ?resource2) limit 1
}
```

Listing 4: Query results

```r
RESULTS
urn:publicId:IDN+wall2:ilabt.iminds.be+node+n095+05a
urn:publicId:IDN+wall2:ilabt.iminds.be+node+n096+02
TIME EXECUTION: 0.016sec
```

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The OMN ontology suite consists of an upper ontology and a set of eight descendant ontologies. Each ontology covers a specific aspect of infrastructure components and services. In this paper, the DBcloud system was introduced, which uses OMN to model cloud data, which in turn facilitates the process of resource lookup, matching and provisioning. The DBcloud system provides its data both via a public endpoint and as data dumps. The resulting knowledge base contains more than 100 aggregates, 2,500 nodes, 6,700 links, and around 11,000 interfaces, constituting around 3.3 million triples. Furthermore, DBcloud mimics the design of the DBpedia system, i.e. it has a core extraction framework that produces triples corresponding to the whole resource life cycle, starting from resource advertisement and ending with resource release. Moreover, the DBcloud system incorporates a translator that converts the existing XML-based data into RDF-based data with the OMN ontology suite.

The DBcloud system utilizes Semantic Web technologies in order to improve the entire resource life cycle. In other words, various resources are described using the OMN ontologies, which ultimately improves the process of matching between a user request and the available resources. Since all data, including requested and free resources, is expressed in RDF, the matching process is very simple using SPARQL queries.

A short-term goal for future work is to support the publication of monitoring information, i.e. the information resulting from monitoring the provisioned resources along the various phases of the whole life cycle. This information is highly important as it helps to detect any problems with single or multiple resources, e.g. network link failure. It can further be used by the system administrator to monitor the entire provisioning process and consequently detect potential sources of problems that might hinder any future provisioning.

In the long run, the testbed data sets will be published to the LOD cloud, and interlinked with other data sets. Using the LOD cloud means that the metadata of resources is dramatically enriched. For instance, when network switch data is linked to the LOD cloud, the specifications registered for this switch will increase significantly, e.g. manufacturer or release date. Internet Topology Data Kit (ITDK) is an example data set for potential interlinking.
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